REQUESTS FOR ADVISORY REVIEW: none

MINUTES AND CORRESPONDENCE

NEWS, OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONS One question: how have our conceptions of “the environment” changed in the last 20 years? Another: what are the ways our notions of “clean energy” have changed? Have they? Will the upcoming Paris meetings further or hinder the cause of dealing comprehensively and decisively with global climate challenges?

REPORTS

TREASURER

TOWN BOARDS AND EVENTS

• Approval of WGCC 2016 schedule to Erin Liese, town clerk

BIG RIVER AREA

STATE & REGIONAL

• RIACC: 2016 summit workshop planning – feedback welcome

OTHER

MAIN BUSINESS

• Gathering WGCC input on Town Comprehensive Plan section “Recreation”

(See enclosed attachment of one set of guidelines for discussion)

• The 2016 Town of West Greenwich Anniversary Celebration – collecting time capsule ideas items & suggestions and high school essay contest to present to Town Council at regular January meeting

• Begin WGCC work plan items: the main direction to pursue, top priorities, inviting new members and skill-sets, interests needed

Note: The Town of West Greenwich will provide interpreters for the hearing impaired at any meeting, provided a request is received three (3) business days prior to said meeting. An audiotape copy of the minutes will be provided if requested by a vision-impaired person at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the meeting.